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Introduction to Tarotology - The study of Tarot

Hello & welcome to the magical world of Tarot! Whether you’ve had a session
before or are entirely new to this, I’m sure you’re curious and excited to know
more. :)

Tarot is a mirror to your soul, a reflection of your subconscious mind, and a
connection between your higher self. It is very intellectually stimulating. There is
so much to study with the Tarot. It’s an insanely deep rabbit hole; I can’t even
begin to tell you all the things you might be provoked to consider & explore.
Philosophy, classic narratives & mythology, psychology, art composition,
symbolism, several occult studies/sciences, history. It’s practically a liberal arts
curriculum in and of itself.

But I’m going to refrain from directly listing Why Should You Learn Tarot? Simply
because I truly believe that the gains for every student of Tarot is unique and
highly relies on who they are inwardly. After reading for 9+ years, here is how
Tarot has deeply impacted my life:

1. Reading for people from all walks of life is like traveling through time. You
get to intensely live a thousand lives in one lifetime, and that too while
embracing your own. When I look back at my younger self, I realise how
far I have come. The wisdom I have gained by reading for others has
undoubtedly shaped me into a better human: an empathetic friend, a
passionate lover and a forgiving family member. These experiences are
undoubtedly my greatest take from practicing Tarot.

2. Being able to alter my surroundings using Tarot has been a blessing.
There is this thing about our immediate environment: If the people around
us are not vibrating at a similar frequency as us, we will face blocks
irrespective of our attempts to grow. After learning Tarot thoroughly, I
noticed that I could help my friends & family identify blocks and provide
practical solutions to help them elevate spiritually. The emission of their
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happiness brought peace to me and reduced conflicts in my life. It’s always
such a beautiful experience to watch this happen!

3. My Querents form a major community which is now an important part of my
life. I have gained some life-long friends who have shown immense faith
and trust in the process. Their vulnerability and authenticity has been the
most empowering fuel to my growth as a reader.

4. A single Tarot session is of course useful because of the clarity one
receives, along with a roadmap to work forward. But once you learn to read
the cards, you will be versatile in your problem solving abilities. Instead of
getting consumed by my emotions, I have developed a habit of inner
reflections using cards. It’s magical!

Can Tarot predict the future?

Now, as a reader who uses Tarot as a tool for spiritual reflection, rather than
fortune telling, my early impulses were to quickly reframe Tarot as a mirror rather
than a predictive tool. But, now after a few more years of reading, I offer a bit
more of a blunt answer.
Yes. I actually do believe that tarot can tell us our future.
When reading for myself and others, the cards have hinted towards new or
severed relationships, new jobs, pregnancies, accidents and even travel.
Whether or not you want to call these synchronicities, divination, or coincidences
is totally up to you. However, here’s what I have come to believe - a tarot reading
can and will often point to events that will eventually happen.

I believe the ability of the cards to “predict” anything is inconsequential, because I
don’t believe the future is fixed. The very act of showing up to the cards
themselves changes possible outcomes. What would you have done if the Tarot
guidance wasn’t provided to you? What remains in all of these outcomes is the
choice that will still be yours to make. Hence, you have a lot more power over a
predefined future and I certainly do not read cards for future prediction alone.



Ultimately, I believe that we are always co-creating our futures with the divine,
and so any “prediction” is merely just a reflection of how we’re currently
constructing our realities using our current frequency. Divination, I believe, can be
compared to a spiritual weather report. You can know that rain is coming, it’s up
to you to grab the umbrella or stay inside.

I find 100% value in Tarot and I feel it is highly underrated and misunderstood.
Imparting this knowledge to you and eventually making Tarot a household,
self-help, spiritual tool is what I’m determined to work towards. Rest assured, I
will provide a culmination of my knowledge and will see to it that you find
unexpected value in this course. :)

About the course

Tarot is a spiritual guidance tool that brings consciousness to the present. It
stimulates brain activity that allows us to:

1. Have a meaningful perspective on the past
2. Understand about present
3. Reveal alterations for future

This intensive experiential 40 hours course on Tarot card reading focuses
primarily on learning the meaning of the cards and to intuitively read The Major
Arcana, The Minor Arcana & The Court Cards. In this course, the symbolic,
elemental, numerological, and energetic aspects of each card are examined, and
the cards are applied to everyday situations.

This course is for you if:

● You are an highly intuitive empath
● You absolutely love storytelling
● You have a keen interest in human psychology
● You have a spiritual bend and would like to dive deeper
● You are a good counselor
● You want to understand yourself better and evolve

Prerequisites
A curious mind.



Primary goal
To use Tarot as a self-assessment and self-healing tool

Secondary goals
Students will learn to:

1. Develop a solution seeking mindset
2. Trust their intuition
3. Gain better understanding and perspective on their life.
4. Unlock their unconscious mind by tapping into the vast wisdom of the

collective unconscious.
5. Help others gain clarity using spiritual guidance provided by the cards.

Content Outline

Module Topic

Introduction To Tarot ● Tarot as the Architecture of the soul
● History of Tarot
● Tarot Thesaurus
● Personal philosophy
● Tarot & its impact
● Structure & Numerology of Tarot
● Color scale

Awareness and ways to gain
awareness

● Basics of meditation
● Sankara and Ahankara

(Consciousness & Ego)
● Gunas – Rajas,Tamas,Sattva
● Dinacharya

Connecting with Tarot ● Your barriers
● 8 Amendments to follow
● Importance of Gratitude
● Your power as a Tarologist
● Gestures in Tarot Reading



● Use of Language

Elements of Tarot ● Introduction to The Suits
● The Cups
● The Pentacles
● The Wands
● The Swords

Major Arcana ● Introduction to The Fool’s Journey
● 0 The Fool
● I The Magician
● II The High Priestess
● III The Empress
● IV The Emperor
● V The Hierophant
● VI The Lover
● VII The Chariot
● VIII Justice
● IX The Hermit
● X The Wheel of Fortune
● XI Strength
● XII The Hanged Man
● XIII The Nameless Arcanum
● XIV Temperance
● XV The Devil
● XVI The Tower
● XVII The Star
● XVIII The Moon
● XIX The Sun
● XX Judgment
● XXI The World

Minor Arcana ● Progressions in Tarot
The Aces
The Twos
The Threes
The Fours
The Fives
The Sixes
The Sevens
The Eights



The Nines
The Tens

● The Court Cards
The Pages
The Queens
The Kings
The Knights

The Environment: Inner & Outer ● How to become a mirror
● Setting the right intention
● Using your Sigil
● Creating The Tarot Temple
● Shuffling Methods
● Charging your Cards

The Readings ● Initial Steps to Reading
Single card Readings
Two cards Readings
Three cards Readings

● Spreads
Celtic Cross Spread
Horoscope Spread
Relationship Spread
Career Spread
Health Spread
Personality Spread
Weekly, Monthly, Yearly Spread

● The Deccan Wheel
(Time Based Readings)

Questions in a Reading ● Daily Readings
● List of questions to ask
● How to frame a question
● How to conduct a session.

Reversed Cards ● Active & passive energy
● Interpretation 101



Conclusion: Practicing Tarot

Sample Readings

Assignments

Theory & Practical examination

Learning Outcomes
After successful completion of the course, students will be able to:

● Build a unique & personal connection with Tarot
● Access & increase intuition
● Identify personal blocks and constraints
● Get clarity in relationships
● Set specific goals and track progress
● Tackle creativity block
● Reflect on past experiences
● Decide between career options
● Heal past trauma.
● Find their unique passion
● Reconnect with inner-circle



Course Structure

Date Day Topic

Day 1 Saturday ● Tarot as a living force
● First contact - physical properties of the cards
● The Fool and The World together
● Suits and Elements in Detail
● Numerology of Tarot
● Colours of Tarot
● Evolution of 10 Degrees
● Archetypes of Tarot
● Tarot Glossary

Day 2 Sunday ● Court cards with Numerology
● Major Arcana in Detail
● Major Arcana 0-10
● Dincharya

Day 3 Saturday ● Major Arcana 11-21
● Major Arcana - Collective Analysis
● Story of the Fool - JAB WE MET
● Charging and Cleansing of cards
● How to store the cards
● Setting up the Altar

Day 4 Sunday ● Court Cards - 2 Elements 8 Cards

Day 5 Saturday ● Court Cards - 2 Elements 8 Cards
● Court Cards - 4 techniques

Day 6 Sunday ● Time Based readings
● Astrological Time Chart (The Decan Wheel)
● How to conduct a reading - Session Structure
● Celtic cross spread
● Relationship and Career Spread
● Introduction to spreads
● Past - Present - Future energy spread
● 3 card Spreads



Day 7 Saturday ● Minor Arcana - 10 Cards
● Chakras

Day 8 Sunday ● Minor Arcana - 10 Cards
● Sigils

Day 9 Saturday ● Minor Arcana - 10 Cards
● Pyramid protection
● Crystals

Day
10

Sunday ● Minor Arcana - 10 Cards

Day
11

Saturday ● Q&A
● Recap

Day
12

Sunday ● Exam

Fees Structure



Level Inclusive of Tarot Kit

Beginner Course in Tarotology ₹30,000

Advance Course in Tarotology ₹40,000

Notes

1. Tarot kit worth ₹5000 includes:
● Rider Waite Tarot deck
● A storage box
● Spread cloth
● Crystals
● A pendulum
● Tarot Journal
● Sage
● Candles
● Essential Oil
● Tarotology Course book

2. Successful completion of the Basic Course is a prerequisite for enrollment
in the Advance Course.

3. Timings: Weekends, 7:00 AM - 10:00 AM
4. All session recordings will be provided to the students.
5. Study material included.
6. A certificate shall be provided on successful completion of the course.
7. EMI options for payment are available.



List of free resources & study material - Basic Course

● Curious Tarot - An intuitive guide to learning Tarot
● 21 Free Spreads
● 30 Days Checklist
● Conducting a Reading - Template
● Dreamwork & Tarot - Spread
● Assignment Worksheet
● Printable Miniature Tarot Cards
● PDF of 3 of most referred Tarot books

Note: There is an upper limit of 10 students per batch. To confirm your booking
and proceed with the payment, kindly call/Whatsapp Neha from our team on
8248960534

About Me

Hello, I’m Anika Beri, an Architect turned full-time Reader. My Tarot journey
began in 2014 during college, when I started reading cards for my close
buddies. Eventually, people of all ages, races, and communities started
seeking answers after benefiting from their first sessions.

The curious and skeptic me wanted to make sense of the accuracy my
readings provided, which led me to dig deeper and go all in. I completed
my diploma in Tarot Reading from International School of Astrology, New
Delhi and have been practicing as a professional reader thereafter. In
2018, I expanded my arena of interest and expertise by completing my
Advanced Course in Vedic Astrology.

My 9+ years long exciting journey has allowed me to gain an experience of
over 8000+ one-on-one sessions, 20+ festivals and 40+ stalls. What
initially was a mere prank on my friends, became a guidance tool to bring
clarity to thousands of empowered humans.



Important Links

Book a reading: https://www.curiousberi.com/
Frequently Asked Questions: https://www.curiousberi.com/faq/
Code of Ethics: https://www.curiousberi.com/code-of-ethics/
Check reviews: https://bit.ly/3eBQrrB

For work enquiries or just to say hello, drop me a warmly composed email
at curiousberi@gmail.com. I’m also available on Whatsapp at 7977616365
from 8am-5pm
Love & light,
Let intuition be your guide!

Anika Beri | Tarotologist
www.curiousberi.com
Ph. +91-9769802713
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